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Over 1,000 Pages of Murder, Mystery, and Media."A talented new writer sure to do damage to the

best-seller lists."-Robert Dugoni, #1  and New York Times Bestselling Author of My Sister&apos;s

Grave"Elite Indie Reads anticipates that Fuller will soon be a household name."-Elite Indie

Reads"Read the literary equivalent of heroin."-Josh,  reviewer"An ode to American news served just

the way I like it--fast, bloody, and utterly righteous."-Roger Hobbs, New York Times Bestselling

Author of GhostmanFollow journalist Alex Vane from 9/11 into the social media age in the breakout

series from A.C. Fuller.BOOK 1: THE ANONYMOUS SOURCEFind the Source. Break the Story.

Stay Alive.One year after the 9/11 attacks, Alex Vane--a brilliant, fitness-obsessed reporter for The

New York Standard--wants nothing more than to break into the flashy world of TV news. But when

he uncovers the scoop of a lifetime, his tightly controlled world is rocked: his editor buries his story,

a source turns up dead, and Alex finds himself at the center of a violent media conspiracy.As he

receives tips from a mysterious source, Alex enlists the help of a captivating professor, Camila

Gray. Aided by an Internet genius, a billionaire&apos;s sexy widow, and a washed-up sports

reporter, Alex and Camila discover a $500-million secret that could derail the largest media merger

in history.It&apos;s a secret that unearths dark memories from Alex&apos;s past. It&apos;s a secret

that leads back to the morning of 9/11. And it&apos;s a secret that could get them both killed.BOOK

2: THE INVERTED PYRAMIDJournalist Alex Vane is always hunting for the truth. But now the truth

may cost him his life...After exposing a low-level congressman for accepting bribes, Alex attends a

conference and runs into an old friend--and flame--Media Studies Professor Camila Gray. But just

as they begin to reconnect, Alex&apos;s business partner disappears, leaving Alex only one clue:

the name of a hacker who was recently murdered. A source hints at a vaster conspiracy, one that

may reach all the way up to the fast-approaching presidential election.Alex and Camila travel to

Alex&apos;s hometown to find answers, where they race to untangle the connections between the

dead hacker and the disappearance of Alex&apos;s partner. But all the while, a mysterious source

is pulling the strings of their investigation, of the election, and possibly of their lives.BOOK 3: THE

MOCKINGBIRD DRIVEData Never Dies. But People Do.Alex Vane was once a top investigative

journalist. Now he peddles celebrity gossip and clickbait listicles, watching from a distance as his

wife moves on with her life - without him. Alex&apos;s past catches up with him when he learns that

an old source, James Stacy, has been killed in a random mass shooting.But James left Alex one

last scoop: a 50-year-old hard drive that may contain a secret worth killing for...and the name of the

one person who can help him access the data. That person is Quinn Rivers, a paranoid and

reclusive computer expert who believes the CIA is tracking her every move. And she may be



right.When Alex shows up at her door with the hard drive, armed operatives are right behind him.

Now Alex and Quinn are on the run. There is no one to trust, nowhere to hide, and nothing but the

hard drive to prove that James Stacy&apos;s death wasn&apos;t random at all.  Grab the trilogy

today and immerse yourself in 1,000 pages of murder, mystery, and media.
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I enjoyed the first two books very much; the characters drew me in, the plot flowed rapidly, and

there were lots of twists to keep the reader alert, engaged and curious. The ideal purpose of the

press vs. the reality is an underlying theme throughout, and seems ever more relevant now. Book 3

had its ups and downs, but mostly disappointed me. Several years have passed since Book 2.

Alex's human flaws made him real in the earlier writings, but he hasn't changed or grown, so now is

annoying on a regular basis. The purpose of journalism turned into such a soapbox that it

overwhelmed the plot (which should have carried the same points without the lectures).

Exciting and good read. Keep writing AC!!!



From the 9/11/2001 event, to the presidential election in 2004, to a found hardrive, you will be blown

away by all the twists and turns. I was an ARC, advanced reader copy, and I loved all three

individually, as well as read together. A.C. Fuller is an amazing author and he writes his characters

as real as they can get. The age, have problems, and are just real. Then dealing with real life events

such as 9/11, you the reader transpose your own emotions from that time into the story without even

trying, but it creates a bond to story nonetheless. Recommended for anyone who likes real life

headlines and events, these books are for you!!!!

The Anonymous Source has everything you want in a book. Action, mystery, suspense, romance,

great writing, great characters and a surprise ending. This was probably the most fun read that I've

had in quite a while. It's one of those books you know is going to be good as soon as you start

reading it. Make sure you have a some free time on your hands because you won't want to put it

down.The Inverted Pyramid picks up a few years after the events of The Anonymous Source. Alex

is still trying to uncover the mysterious source that contacted him in the previous book. If you mix

1/3 media thriller, 1/3 political thriller and 1/3 psychological thriller, you end up with The Inverted

Pyramid. The book was very entertaining and left me wanting to read just one more chapter every

night before going to bed.The Mockingbird Drive is the best of the Alex Vane novels. The book

centers around the real life Mockingbird Project that was (and probably still is) run by the CIA. The

purpose of this project was to create relationships with reporters from every major wire service,

newspaper, news weekly and television network in the nation. I really enjoyed the story. It is a fast

paced thriller that parallels the current state of todayÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s media, technology and

journalism. It will make you wonder about all the leaks that the media loves to talk about these days.

Although, it is the third book in the series, it reads like a standalone novel.

Kindle Unlimited, 3 pack set, each reviewed before but listed below all together, each with their own

blurb review. Reread them even though seem to remember got them as ARCs before some or all,

but been a while for the first 2 so why now, they are definitely still good to read.Follow journalist Alex

Vane from 9/11 into the social media age in the breakout series from A.C. Fuller.Book 1: THE

ANONYMOUS SOURCE Find the Source. Break the Story. Stay Alive. One year after the 9/11

attacks, Alex Vane--a brilliant, fitness-obsessed reporter for The New York Standard--wants nothing

more than to break into the flashy world of TV news. But when he uncovers the scoop of a lifetime,

his tightly controlled world is rocked: his editor buries his story, a source turns up dead, and Alex

finds himself at the center of a violent media conspiracy. As he receives tips from a mysterious



source, Alex enlists the help of a captivating professor, Camila Gray. Aided by an Internet genius, a

billionaire's sexy widow, and a washed-up sports reporter, Alex and Camila discover a $500-million

secret that could derail the largest media merger in history. It's a secret that unearths dark

memories from Alex's past. It's a secret that leads back to the morning of 9/11. And it's a secret that

could get them both killed.Book 2: THE INVERTED PYRAMID Uneasy Lies the Head that Wears a

Crown. Journalist Alex Vane has finally found stability. He's living with a fiery massage therapist and

co-managing a website that investigates the inner workings of the media. But when he breaks a

story detailing low-level political corruption in Washington, a source hints at a vaster conspiracy, one

that may reach all the way to the top of the fast-approaching 2004 presidential election. At a

conference in Seattle, Alex runs into an old friend--and flame--Media Studies Professor Camila

Gray. But just as they begin to reconnect, Alex's business partner disappears, leaving Alex only one

clue: the name of a hacker who was recently murdered in New York City. Alex and Camila travel to

Alex's hometown, where they race to untangle a web of connections between the dead hacker, the

disappearance of Alex's partner, and the death of Alex's parents seven years earlier. But all the

while, a mysterious source is pulling the strings of their investigation, of the election, and possibly of

their lives.Book 3: THE MOCKINGBIRD DRIVE Data Never Dies. But People Do. Alex Vane was

once a top investigative journalist. Now he peddles celebrity gossip and clickbait listicles, watching

from a distance as his wife moves on with her life - without him. Alex's past catches up with him

when he learns that an old source, James Stacy, has been killed in a random mass shooting. But

James left Alex one last scoop: a 50-year-old hard drive that may contain a secret worth killing

for...and the name of the one person who can help him access the data. That person is Quinn

Rivers, a paranoid and reclusive computer expert who believes the CIA is tracking her every move.

And she may be right. When Alex shows up at her door with the hard drive, armed operatives are

right behind him. Now Alex and Quinn are on the run. There is no one to trust, nowhere to hide, and

nothing but the hard drive to prove that James Stacy's death wasn't random at all.Series List: An

Alex Vane Media ThrillerThe Cutline Book 0 ) - The Anonymous Source 1 - The Inverted Pyramid 2

- The Mockingbird Drive 3

How I wish that this Alex Vane box set had been available to me when I first read A.C.Fullers

marvellous media journalism novels. Each is standalone but enhanced by having read the one

previous to it, and all are thrilling, a little thought provoking, some shocks, and with excellent

characterisation and well written. Great value for money. Buy now!



A first-rate trilogy swirling around elements of murder, mystery and media influence come the age of

the internet. Takes just a little while to get acclimated given the multiple plot lines before turning into

real page-turners thereafter. Well-written, a flawed protagonist which I liked, and terrific secondary

characters made for fun, fast-paced reads. Might not have enjoyed it as much had I just stopped at

just book 1 given the cliffhanger ending, but book 2 picked up the thread from that point and

"Mockingbird Drive" was the best yet (and could even be read as a stand alone should you prefer).

Overall great reads that left me believing that with regards to the media one must always consider

the source.
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